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 This release contains the following items: 
 

    

          

  

  
 

JIRA ID ServiceNow  

Ref 

Area Type Title Description 

D10-956 Internal GP Feature SNOMED Highlight 
Inactive Codes 

A new feature was added to highlight any 
inactive clinical codes received from 

Hub/Connect. When carrying out a clinical 
coding task the unsupported codes will be 
shown under an “Unsupported Codes” 

action, which you can click to view and 
select alternatives (see screenshots) 

D10-1142 Internal Both Bug OoO Reason Asterisk A bug was fixed where certain mandatory 
fields on a user weren’t displaying as 
mandatory. These fields should now have 

an asterisk correctly. 

D10-1038 Internal Both Bug Add files button not 

appearing correctly 

Fixed a bug where the Add Files Button 

doesn’t appear when capturing a document 
from within a folder when a document from 
that folder is selected (IE Only). 

D10-891 Internal Both Bug Exception Thrown 
after clearing Search 

Field 

Fixed a bug where an exception was being 
thrown after clearing the search field and 

then trying to switch to a different page, this 
will no longer occur 

1. D10-873 Internal Both Bug Vintasoft viewer 

displaying wrong 
document 

Fixed a bug where when looking at 

revisions of documents sometimes the 
wrong revision would be shown. The 
correct revision should now be shown. 

2. D10-1183 DFCT0011185 Both Change Poor DTA 
Performance on Start 

Up 

A change was made to the Desktop App 
following a report of poor performance. 

Many of the services were triggered on 
start-up unnecessarily, these have been 
moved to a different section which should 

improve performance 

3. D10-1056 Internal Both Bug Chrome – Pasting 

Over Filing Date 

A bug was fixed where the filing date 

couldn’t be edited (which is correct) but 
could have a value pasted over it. This will 
no longer be allowed. 
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